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Of course the Regulator will have a free hand to
assess what they perceive to be good and bad
outcomes. Any adjudication on this issue would
largely depend on the timing when a review is taken. 

Our business is currently in the middle of a phase
of highly successful outcomes for clients; strong
investment returns are putting a smile on many
client meetings. 

Turn the clock back four years, the smile was more
of a ‘grin and bear it’ look. Many meetings ended
with a resolve to hold nerve and be patient and
the positives would return. The strategy has been
proven right. Our reading of markets has also
been supported by fast footwork within changes
in legislation, particularly in the pensions arena. 

The message is clear that outcomes in the long term
for our clients have been good and this pattern has
been repeated for many over the 30 years of our
trading life. 

30 Years

Yes, we are 30 years old, a proud boast for a firm
of financial advisers. We have celebrated not least
by obtaining the coveted Chartered status for our firm.
This confirms our desire to be at the forefront of advice
and of our profession for the future. It sets a demanding
test of service levels for our staff to achieve, the
interrogation of client information and advice is
rigorous and rounds off the statement of 30 years
of success and anticipation of many years ahead.

Thank You 

To clients old and new, thank you for your support it
is much appreciated. We will continue to do our
best to help improve your finances with our advice. 

Our new regulator, the FCA (previously the FSA), is concentrating on what they consider to
be outcomes from any advice given. Our position on this is fairly neutral. As a business we
have tried to concentrate on achieving positive outcomes for clients with some success. 

POSITIVE OUTCOMES 

David Ball

This publication is for general guidance only and does not constitute financial advice. If you do require
specific advice relating to your personal circumstance please contact us. 
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Carole Waghorne
Chartered 
Financial Planner

Out of this strict regime, a pension ‘black market’
has sprung up, with some pension scheme operators
offering members the ability to take benefits ‘early’
or to take higher amounts out of their pension scheme
than rules allow. This process has been called
‘Pension Liberation’ but, as members pay handsomely
for the ability to do this and suffer a tax charge of at
least 55% on the benefits taken, Pension Liberation
isn’t as attractive as the name might suggest!

People are being drawn to the idea of accessing
their pension money early and are requesting
transfers out of existing pension schemes.
The National Crime Agency (NCA) estimates that
over £500 million has already been released 
‘early’ through pension liberation schemes.

In February, a campaign was launched by The Pension
Regulator (TPR) to try and raise awareness of
Pension Liberation amongst members, trustees
and administrators. With the ‘Scorpion’ as its logo,
the campaign highlights the tax charges incurred in
taking benefits early, as well as the high administration
charges levied on members who want to do this.
Warning leaflets are now issued to members who
request a transfer out of schemes and trustees are
undertaking more vigorous checks on the proposed
receiving scheme, to try and identify liberation schemes. 

Aviva already claim to have stopped 250 people
transferring out to pension liberation schemes
saving millions of pounds of potential tax charges
and, as at October 2013, TPR was investigating 27
pension liberation cases worth £185 million. To help
tackle the problem, the NCA have been alerting
internet providers to pension liberation websites,
although with only 10 websites removed this process
has been slow.

HMRC is also trying to tackle the issue by introducing
a more vigorous investigation of new schemes before
approval is granted. This is a sea change from the
‘process now, check later’ approach previously
adopted and the approval process can now take
a number of weeks, with no guarantee of success.

Time will tell how effective these measures will prove
to be. Whether through desperation or disregard
some people may still want to ‘liberate’ their pension
money and where there is a demand there will surely
be a supply. But like the scorpion, Pension Liberation
has a sting in its tail! 

Pension rules, as many of you will
know from experience, are strict about
the amount and type of benefits that a
member can take, and the age when
they are allowed to take them. Taking
excessive benefits, or taking them too
early, can lead to punitive tax charges
on both the member and on the
pension scheme assets.

www.boolers.co.uk
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Andrew White
Partner

More of the same (?)
As we approach the end of another
interesting year in financial markets,
I am pleased to report that, so far at
least, share prices have continued to
move forward in a largely upward direction.

2012 was a very positive year for equity investors
generally and, as most of our investor clients will
know, the strong showing that we saw at the end of
last year followed into this. In fact, markets moved
up very strongly indeed until the future of Quantitative
Easing (QE) was put in the spotlight by Ben Bernanke
around the middle of May. 

Since then we have experienced a (typical?) summer
lull in share markets, with the initial downward
movement being reversed and then a largely sideways
movement until the pumpkins began to appear in
our shops in advance of Halloween.

All of this has occurred with the backdrop of an
improving economy in the UK, the same in the US
and also in some parts of Europe. Confirmation by
the Office for National Statistics (ONS) in June that
the UK economy did not suffer a double-dip recession
at the beginning of 2012 seemed to somehow
provide a simultaneous boost to the economy. 

The arrival of the new Bank of England Governor,
Mark Carney, a few weeks later also seemed to
coincide with a more positive mood regarding the
outlook for the UK economy. This has led to the use
of a new phrase in the financial/economic world,
that of “Escape Velocity” – the fact that the UK
economy appears to have turned the corner and
that growth is closer to “accelerating away”.

To do this our economy needs to be self sustaining
and the fact that consumer confidence, housing activity
and the PMI (Purchasing Managers Index) are all at
much more encouraging levels is all very positive. Mr
Carney may be raising rates sooner than he envisaged
only a few months ago. So, whereto for equity markets? 

For some time we have talked about the resurgence
of equities as an asset class generally and the
opposite for fixed interest and bonds. We have
certainly made the right call on this to date and,
whilst bond yields have come off their highs, the
outlook for shares over the medium to long term
remains healthy. 

Indeed, in spite of the recent strong performance,
there remain some analysts and managers solidly
of the opinion that we are only at the start of a multi-
year bull market. We are also able to find some
managers who are very cautious indeed, but
nevertheless general consensus remains positive
for the long term outlook for equities. 

Challenges undoubtedly remain in the form of the
(largely unresolved) US budget deficit, concerns
over Chinese bank lending and European deflation,
to name but a few. On a more positive note,
company commentary from Europe suggests
apparent stabilisation in parts of southern Europe
and France, yet valuations still reflect much
pessimism. Low interest rates across the world, at
a time when many investors have a requirement for
income, by definition make equities more attractive. 

Investors generally are still underweight in this
asset class and, whilst valuations are not at the
very distressed levels of early 2009, they remain
attractive in the UK given the backdrop of an
improving economy and outlook.

As the title of this piece suggests, the volatility that
we have experienced over the last several years is
likely to continue, i.e. we may well continue to
experience sharp rises or falls over short periods
of time, and investors need to be as comfortable
as they can be with this position. However, over
the medium to long term, we continue to believe
that a diversified portfolio, concentrating mainly
on equities, will provide positive returns for our
clients against other asset classes. 

the UK economy appears to
have turned the corner and
that growth is closer to

“accelerating away”.
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This publication is for general guidance only and does not constitute financial advice. If you do require
specific advice relating to your personal circumstance please contact us. 
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Gavin O’Neill 
Chartered 
Financial Planner

PORTFOLIO
TURNOVER

Inevitably, the best managers are always in high
demand by other groups and sometimes the offers
are too tempting to refuse. In other circumstances it
is the groups that make the decision to replace the
manager if performance has been poor and market
share has been lost to competitors.

Over recent years we have recommended changes to
portfolios based on both poor performance of funds
and when there have been changes to the management.
This year alone has seen the largest number yet and
we expect this trend to continue in the future.

Whatever the reason for the change, there are key
investment decisions to be made by us. Some
groups and funds openly market their fund managers
as being the sole reason behind decision making
and performance, whereas others promote the team
approach with key support from other managers and
analysts. These factors are important in determining
whether we remain invested with a fund or look for
new alternatives, either with the previous manager or
a new opportunity altogether.

This then leads onto the main issue for us – how to
move a substantial sum of money between funds
taking into account both tax considerations (for

personal investors) and logistically collating all of the
paperwork and processes required. There is also the
consideration of costs which apply when changes are
made and these are factored into any recommendations
we put forward.

As we continue to grow the amount of assets we
manage for clients, it becomes harder to implement
changes to portfolios as quickly as we would want
to. We have to write out to all clients to put forward
our recommendations and then await signed 
confirmation before any changes can be made. 
We have been working on developing a new offering
to overcome these issues with the introduction of
our new discretionary management service. This
allows us to manage the overall asset allocation 
and underlying portfolio using our discretion and
make any necessary changes, as and when required,
without requesting authorisation or confirmation.
The major benefits of this approach are that we can
implement changes far more quickly and remove the
additional advice costs when transactions are made.
We will be launching this service in the New Year and
further details will be available shortly.

In the world of fund management, there have always been departures and new
appointments, however, we are seeing ever increasing changes in the management of
funds we have selected for our clients. This year in particular has seen some very high
profile changes with Neil Woodford and Richard Buxton moving on to pastures new!

www.boolers.co.uk



Paul Longmore
Compliance Manager

COMPLIANCE
DEPARTMENT

The primary reason for providing significant information
concerning the financial strength of Boolers is to
ensure that all our clients’ investments are secure
and vigilantly policed by the FCA.

What you may not be aware of, is the extent of our
reporting requirements and this short article may
assist your understanding of the information that
regulated firms are required to supply to the FCA 
in order that we are deemed fit for purpose.

The primary method of providing this information is
online via the regulators website under the acronym
G.A.B.R.I.E.L This stands for; 

GAthering
Better

Regulator y
Information

ELectronically

The regulator collects and analyses the data
collected, which is used to monitor firms, construct
a risk profile of each respective firm and also identify
trends in the market for future thematic reviews.

The regulator supervises all firms according to the
potential trading risk presented. It measures these
risks by potential impact on the market together with
the probability of it occurring. The level of supervision
will be determined by the category that each firm is
given and whether the FCA considers that firm to be
a high, medium or low risk. The above electronic
reporting provides the basis for that risk evaluation
and provides the FCA with up to date and accurate
information concerning each firms’ activities.

All firms are placed in one of four categories by the
FCA under the heading of C 1-4. Boolers has been
placed in the lowest of the aforementioned categories.
This means that the regulator perceives that this
firm provides the lowest level of risk to our clients.

By way of explanation of the type of information that
is provided by this firm to the regulator, it may be
of interest to the reader to understand the data that
this firm is required to submit together with the
frequency of its supply.

Firms, including Boolers, which are licenced tohold
client money in excess of £1m are required to
submit a monthly return with detailed information
with regard to the type of investment.

We are also required to provide a quarterly report
which provides in depth details of all investment
products selected for our clients.

Additional quarterly and half yearly reporting requires
our firm to supply details of the company’s balance
sheet, income statement and to meet regulatory
capital adequacy requirements. Other ancillary data
includes details of our Training and Competence
regime, our complaints procedure and details of
our systems and controls for the firm.

Boolers hold comprehensive Professional Indemnity
insurance, which is a regulatory requirement and
affords our clients with significant protection in the
event of any claim against the firm.

It is hoped that this brief outline of the operating
requirements for the firm provides our clients with
reassurance and confidence that Boolers strive to
maintain not only high service standards, but are
also subject to exacting regulatory standards for
the benefit of all our clients.

Regular readers to our newsletter may be aware that Boolers is licenced and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and as such we are obligated to provide
our regulatory authority with a high level of information about our firms operating
procedures, financial analysis and general company reporting. 

This means that the
regulator perceives that this

firm provides the lowest
level of risk to our clients.
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This publication is for general guidance only and does not constitute financial advice. If you do require
specific advice relating to your personal circumstance please contact us. 
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Carole Waghorne, Chartered Financial Planner

I am delighted to have become a Partner, especially
now as the business has achieved Chartered status
and I’m looking forward to the challenges that this
will bring. 

My role as head of the pensions department is
interesting and varied. Keeping up with the changes
imposed by legislation, by the industry and by our
regulators certainly keeps me busy! 

Outside of work I enjoy reading fiction, watching rugby
and relaxing with family and friends.

David France, Financial Controller

I am thrilled at the chance of becoming a Partner of
the firm. My primary role is on the finance side and
specifically financial systems and controls, client
accounts and system security. I have responsibility
for overseeing and reporting on the safe custody of
client monies.

Leisure time is spent with my family and a passion
for sports, in particular a keen interest in cricket,
football and golf.

Gavin O’Neill, Chartered Financial Planner

I am delighted to have been given the opportunity to
become one of the owners of the business and am
looking forward to us continuing with the advice and
support we provide for our clients. My specialism lies
on the investment side and specifically building and
managing investment portfolios. 

Outside of work I enjoy watching rugby and keeping fit
with running and cycling.

ARRIVALS, CHANGES AND NOTABLE EVENTS...
A roundup of recent changes and announcements concerning our personnel

Welcome to our new Partners

OFFICE NEWS

Investments
To support the Business in the development of its
discretionary service, we have expanded the Investment
team by recruiting an additional Investment Manager
and a Graduate Trainee. Simon Watts has been
appointed to the Manager role and brings with him a
wealth of diverse experience in the Investment field.
Arti Lad joined as a Trainee after graduating from
Leicester University with a First Class Honours degree
in Banking and Finance. We are confident they will be
a great asset to the team and the Business in general.

Pensions
SIPP is another expanding area of the Business.
In order to firmly support the increasing number of
portfolios Narisha Bhakta was appointed in November
as a Graduate Trainee working within the SIPP team.
Narisha also gained a First Class Honours degree in
Economics from Leicester University. We warmly
welcome her to the Business.  

Compliance
To address the ever increasing regulations and
requirements of the Financial Conduct Authority and
to provide additional support to the Business, we
have recently recruited two Compliance Officers who
are due to start with us in the New Year. We look
forward to both Sophie Partyka and David Howard
joining the Team.

Charity Events
The Business has sponsored and participated in a
number of varied events over the last few months. 
A few of these being:-

• The annual Macmillan coffee morning arranged 
for staff and local businesses raised over £560 
through the sale of cakes, coffee and a raffle.

• In October Boolers were again proud to be 
involved with The Derbyshire Brain Game. The 
event not only raised over £26,000 for Marie 
Curie Nursing Care, Boolers quiz team won 
impressively beating over 25 teams for the title! 

• During November a number of staff took part in 
Movember, sporting a range of interesting moustache
styles in support of raising funds for health 
programmes for prostate and testicular cancer.

Professional Development Programme

As part of our ongoing programme of staff
development, recent exam successes include:
Blake Beardsley, Louis Totaro, Chris Ward, Azreen
Karatela, Ami Dewick, Andrew White

Jo Clamp
HR Manager

www.boolers.co.uk



9 Grove Court, Grove Park, enderby, leicester LE19 1SA
T: 0845 3473731 F: 0845 3473732 W: www.boolers.co.uk 

Boolers is a trading name of David Booler & Co which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 

Member of the Association of Member Directed Pension Schemes.

BOOLERS ARE COMMITTED TO DELIVERING
INNOVATION, INTEGRITY AND RELIABLE SERVICE,
ADDING GENUINE VALUE TO BOTH PROTECT AND

ENHANCE OUR CLIENTS’ WEALTH.


